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Abstract: At present, sustainable design is experiencing energy consumption and cost-effectiveness
challenges in the building industry. A recent body of literature argues that the development of
emerging smart digital technologies, such as Building Information Management (BIM) and blockchain
(BC), offer immediate benefits to the industry. However, the current application of BIM and BC in the
sustainable design and construction process focuses on smart energy and construction management,
with little attention to addressing challenges for applying BIM to sustainable design and proposing
strategies in terms of the usability of these technologies in the management of building construction
projects. Therefore, this paper sets out to explore the potential roles of an integrated BIM and BC
approach for sustainable building design information management. The first attempt is presented
to use BC aided BIM for sustainable building design coordination and collaboration in multiple
building stages. BC has the potential to address challenges that hinder the industry from using BIM
for sustainable design, which has been unearthed. An innovative BC enhanced transaction process in
BIM is required for sustainable building development. Roles of a user level driven smart contract
system of BC can be used to enhance BIM system in the sustainable buildings process. The role of
BC is primarily at user level driven smart contracts and their record value exchange capabilities.
A user level (BIM stakeholders) driven BC technology for transaction in BIM process flow is revealed,
and the user level (sustainable building design project stakeholders/BIM clients) driven and the
smart contract enabled BIM+ BC architecture to address challenges of BIM for sustainable design
has been further circulated according to the literature. Subsequently, a conceptual architecture of
BIM + BC for Sustainable Building Design Information Management Framework in building project
management has been proposed, validated, and refined. The Framework has two level encompassing
structures and flow. The high-level framework is focused on strategy, whilst the low-level framework
demonstrates technical components in detail. This architecture supporting project stakeholders in
managing information, has the potential to achieve and ensure the realization of sustainable design
goals through the interactive realization of smart contracts integrated into the user level driven BIM +

BC system and its recording value exchange function through three user-driven levels, namely user,
system, and transaction.

Keywords: blockchain; building information management; sustainable design; smart contract;
usability; co-rewarding experience

1. Introduction

Sustainable building design is no longer an emerging topic. The understanding of architecture
design in the construction industry has expanded from the relationship between ‘building and user’ to a
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comprehensive reflection on the macroscopic system of ‘natural environment, building and people’ [1].
The meaning of building environmental sustainability far exceeds the level of building energy efficiency
and cost performance. Users are the core of architecture design, and the integration of architecture
design and users becomes the foundation of the future of sustainable development [2]. Sustainable
design respects the environment and climate characteristics of the site and pursues the health of the
physical environment and microclimate, such as wind, light, heat, sound, and water, seeking the
interaction of environment, building and user. The role of users is strictly connected to environmental
comfort and energy savings, which means that the design of buildings requires to take into account
the role of users in sustainable building design [3]. By focusing on the building, the combination of
functional diversity and individuality, reducing the need for resources and material exchange between
buildings and the environment, sustainable development can be promoted.

With the development of digital technologies, such as Building Information Management (BIM),
and smart digital technology, e.g., blockchain, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and big data, the industrial
digitization era is gradually approaching. The digital age, such as industry 4.0, is constantly updating
users’ cognition and lifestyles, and at the same time bringing about more efficient working methods.
Digital technology can not only improve people’s environmental requirements for the living, but also
enhance the quality of the design. This is mainly because digital technology can scientifically survey
and predict natural and human conditions in the area where the building is located, thereby enhancing
people’s living requirements [4].

From the whole building design process, the application of digital technology in the field of
building design mainly has the following four aspects [5]:

• Conceptual Analysis of Conceptual Design. The Computer Aided Design (CAD) design software
aids the designer’s ideas to be converted into digital models for presenting design concept and as
an authoring tool in BIM.

• Optimization Analysis of Scheme Design. The design software is used to analyze and predict
the design indicators, attributes and functions that can be collected and quantified in the scheme
design, so as to feedback, modify and optimize the Scheme Design.

• Technical Analysis of Standardized Design. Designers can use the provided CAD building
standard library to enhance design outputs.

• Feasibility Analysis of Project Bidding. The use of computer data information processing
capabilities for text and image processing of documents, can realize the analysis and prediction of
the feasibility and rationality of building project bidding.

For the time being, the full digitalization of the construction industry is still in its infancy. However,
with the advent of technologies such as BIM+ smart digital technology, all participants, elements and
whole process management of building design and construction can cooperate with each other on
a common platform. In the original fragmented construction industry, its production, business and
management levels can also be effectively integrated, project data and management information are
also interconnected, and the era of sustainable building design and construction under the BIM+ smart
digital technology will also come.

2. Background

2.1. Building Information Management (BIM) for Sustainable Design

In sustainable building design, BIM is a technology that uses a 3D model to build a set of project
database, through the retrieval and application of information, to achieve a sustainable goal over the
whole life cycle of the project [6].
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2.1.1. User Level Driven BIM for Sustainable Design

With the introduction of BIM technology, the user level key players, such as architects, structural
and building service engineers, and other discipline designers, even the client, can use the same BIM
model for sustainable building design and planning. The model serves as a ‘single version of the truth’.
In addition, different users can view the building information through 3D visualization. In addition to
the size, location, relative spatial relationship and other information, the model can serve as a central
index, which links to further information of material, quantity and cost to achieve goals of sustainable
building design [6,7], The user level driven BIM for sustainable design information management is
illustrated in Figure 1.
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2.1.2. BIM Advantages for Sustainable Building Design

The advantages of BIM for sustainable building design have been researched [6,8], and include:

• Three-Dimensional (3D) Model Visualization by clearly conveying the design concept through 3D
model visualization, designers can reduce communication inadequacies among the design team,
and improve the design quality.
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• Model Transition and Collaboration. All the information in the 3D Model can be directly
transmitted and collaboratively used without inputting repeated data, which can reduce human
errors and improve work efficiency.

• 3D Model Simulation and Clash Detection. The use of 3D BIM simulation and clash detection
capabilities enable the project team to verify the design, reduce the risk of engineering application,
eliminate unnecessary time and material waste, and reduce costs.

• Design Information for Building Life Cycle. Design information across the building life cycle stages
can be used for construction and operation, even for future facility management to minimize waste.

• Smart Digital Technology Enhanced BIM. BIM+ smart digital technology will revolutionize
engineering simulation and design. In the future, BIM+ smart digital technology will speed up the
development cycle of building design products and services, from a few days in the past to a few
months now. At the same time, the technology provides a mode of rapid innovation design in the
process of product and service characteristics, performance and cost, thus endowing sustainable
design with new ways.

2.1.3. The Potential Challenges for BIM Implementation in Sustainable Design

There are potential challenges for BIM implementation in sustainable building design in terms of
legal barriers and model ownership:

• BIM Implementation Risks. The BIM implementation includes a series of risks, including technical,
management, environmental, financial and legal risks [9].

• Intellectual Property and Cyber Security. Intellectual property and cyber security results of BIM
tools [10,11].

• Reuse and Adoption Strategies for BIM Models. Development of comprehensive and clear reuse
and adoption strategies for BIM models [9].

• Level of Responsibility. BIM’s integration concept blurs the level of responsibility between
different project team members [12], and trust in collaboration [13].

• BIM Contract. A new form of contract for BIM to sustainable building design implementation
concerning BIM responsibilities, limitations and liabilities [12].

2.1.4. The Blockchain Potential Role for BIM

BIM aimed at sustainable building design is based on the information life, intelligent methods
and processes of the construction project life cycle. In short, it is the intelligence of design process
information. The essence of BIM is the application of data mining. Combined with the application and
development of intelligent technologies such as blockchain, BIM can better integrate data and resources
and establish clear responsibilities and contractual relationships [13–15]. Therefore, blockchain
enhanced BIM implementation could assist to address the above-mentioned challenges in sustainable
building design for managing information of the project, which is the focus of this paper.

2.2. Blockchain

Blockchain is a series of data blocks generated by cryptography [16]. It is a new application
mode of computer technology such as distributed data storage, point-to-point transmission, consensus
mechanism, and encryption algorithm [17]. The key innovation of blockchain technology is that it
allows its participants to transfer assets over the internet without centralized third parties [18].

2.2.1. Blockchain Characteristics

Blockchain has the following characteristics [17]:

• Decentralization. There is no intermediary, and equal rights and obligations of all nodes.
• Traceability. Fraud reduction and trust and accountability.
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• Sharing. The more organizations, companies and even competitors involved, the more streamlined
the process and the higher the value.

• Prohibition of Tampering. Update or delete is not allowed.

Therefore, the blockchain is a decentralized database that records transactions in a chronological
and secure manner. Thus, blockchain transactions can further represent a transfer of value to systems.
This value can be a service, a product, or an approval in the form of a smart contract [19].

2.2.2. Implementation Conditions of Blockchain Technology

Blockchain is not a one-stop solution to all the problems that arise in data and asset transactions.
In the following five blockchain standards, only three or more of them are met, the project can be
considered to need blockchain technology [20]:

• Multi-party Data Update Requirement. There is a multi-party data update requirement where
operations performed by multiple participants need to be logged.

• Validation Requirement. There is a validation requirement, when it is necessary to build trust
between the parties and make them understand that their actions are documented.

• Intermediary Requirement of the Project. The project requires one or more intermediaries, which
adds cost and complexity.

• Time-limited of Transaction. The transaction is time-limited, that is, the time delay will affect
the business.

• Interaction Requirement of Transaction. Transactions require interaction, that is, projects are
created by the interaction of multiple participants and depend on their interactions.

As the sustainable building design and construction project involves a number of project
stakeholders, project time and cost, as such the blockchain technology can be implemented for
the project.

2.2.3. The Blockchain Potential to Overcome BIM Adoption Challenges

At present, the main applications of blockchain in the process of sustainable building design and
construction projects focus on: BIM workflow [21], the future life framework driven by network [22],
building construction management [14], construction material allocation policies [23], greening supply
chains [24], digital built Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystem [25], and smart energy systems, such as
digital intelligent transition of urban energy systems [26], up-scaling energy control from building to
districts [27], urban energy systems and the transition to zero carbon [28]. There are a few established
roles for the use of blockchain to overcome BIM adoption challenges for sustainable building design
information management is absent in the literature. Therefore, this paper set out to explore the potential
roles of blockchain in BIM for sustainable building design information management.

3. Roles of User Level Driven Blockchain in BIM for Sustainable Design Information
Management

3.1. User Driven Smart Contract

The BIM model consists of smart objects [29] that represent physical elements, such as doors
and columns, and encapsulate intelligent objects [30]. Object intelligence, also known as semantic
enrichment [30] and the flow of data between BIM stakeholders [31], such as architects, structural and
building service engineers. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of this interaction between the user
level (BIM stakeholders) driven database of BIM/Smart objects that contains BIM specification and
building objects including wall, window, column, door, and other objects, which the BIM specification
can be associated with in two levels, i.e., data (Wall(Wa), Window(Wi), Column(Co), Door(Do), and
Other(Ot)), and document specification (Wa1, Wa2, Wa3, and WaN).
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One of the most important roles of blockchain is the smart contract approach. A smart contract is
a computer program that applies to the if/then principle [32]. For example, an inspection is required if
the architect or structural engineer design a wall using BIM. If the person responsible for the inspection
agrees that it meets an acceptable quality, then the architect or structural engineer will get paid. In the
case of blockchain, which can be mortgaged in cryptocurrency, smart contracts can be used in this case.
It is safe because cryptography is used in the blockchain to store transactions in blocks of data that are
replicated across multiple servers/computers around the world. This user level (BIM stakeholders)
driven blockchain technology for transaction in BIM process flow is shown in Figure 3, in which
the building design elements/issues for the transaction to BIM stakeholders are via the interactions
among the BIM stakeholders, blockchain processor facilitated by cryptography of smart contract,
and BIM/Smart objects database enhanced by BIM documentation/specification that is enabled by
cryptocurrency of the cryptography. Combining BIM with blockchain technology can also facilitate the
use of smart contracts, a computerized trading protocol designed to enforce project terms, replacing
mutual trust in third-party ‘intermediaries’.
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Smart Contract enabled BIM to address the potential challenges of BIM for sustainable design.
Through the entire design-lead construction phase, using smart contracts to negotiate editing
permissions and store immutable common modification records, the blockchain can serve as a
useful tool for managing and documenting changes to BIM models. As shown in Figure 4, the smart
contract enabled BIM+ blockchain perfectly solves four of the potential challenges of BIM for sustainable
design mentioned in the previous section: technical, management, environmental, financial and legal
risks; intellectual property and cyber security; level of responsibility between different project team
members; and a new form of contract concerning BIM responsibilities, limitations and liabilities.
The smart contract enabled BIM+ blockchain process flow to address the potential challenges of
BIM for sustainable design, is structured in a top-down flow that is driven by sustainable building
design project stakeholders/BIM clients, such as client, architect, building structural designer, building
service designer and other professionals, and through the process of blockchain for transaction in BIM
(Figure 3).
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Record Value Exchange Function of the Smart Contract. In addition, the record value exchange
function of the smart contract [33], through the sustainability information of the materials set in
the BIM tool during the design phase, can help to verify the sustainability of the materials used by
the contractor during the construction phase, thereby solving the development of comprehensive
and clear reuse and adoption strategies for BIM models, which is one of the potential challenges of
applying BIM to sustainable design. Based on the user level (sustainable building design project
stakeholders/BIM clients) driven and the smart contract enabled BIM+ blockchain architecture to
address four of the potential challenges of BIM for sustainable design (Figure 4), the Architecture is
further developed, as shown in Figure 5, to assist Reuse and Adoption Strategies for BIM Models
that is another challenge of BIM for sustainable design. The record value exchange function has
been added in the updated Architecture, which enabled sustainability, such as material, within BIM
documentation/specification and building objects of BIM/Smart objects database that is associated with
sustainable design in information management across project lifecycle stages. As such, the sustainable
building design material issue for transactions can be created by a contractor with other sustainable
building design project stakeholders/BIM clients across project lifecycle stages, such as briefing and
design, procurement, construction, and post-construction. Specifically, the ability to reduce costs may
be the greatest possible benefit of integrating blockchain for sustainable design, without affecting labor
practices or purchasing materials from unscrupulous suppliers.

3.2. The Conceptual Architecture of User Level Driven BIM+ Blockchain for Sustainable Design

Based on the BIM Framework for assisting sustainable building design (waste) proposed by
Liu et al. [6], as shown in Figure 6, and combined with the above mentioned potential enablers for
applying BIM+ blockchain for addressing BIM in sustainable design, a conceptual architecture of BIM+

blockchain smart contract transactions for sustainable building design in information management of
the building project is proposed, as shown in Figure 7.
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This draft Building Information Modeling and blockchain (BIM + BC) Sustainable Design
Framework emphasizes the responsibilities and values that are handled in smart contract form at the
system level through information exchange, communication and coordination at the user level, i.e.,
through BIM knowledge management and coordination database integrated with blockchain processor.
The interaction between the two levels is passed to and interacted with the transaction level for the
transaction and security of responsibilities and value for sustainable design elements such as building
materials, energy, and water to achieve and secure sustainable goals.

4. Validation and Refinement of the Conceptual Architecture of User Level Driven BIM+
Blockchain Smart Contract Transactions for Sustainable Building Design

The draft user level driven BIM + BC for Sustainable Building Design Information Management
Framework (refer to Figure 7) has been presented [34] and validated by industry experts and academics
on 2019 Symposium on Blockchain Technology and Application, Hong Kong [35]. The experts and
academics suggested that the further detailed explanation of the draft Framework can help with clear
understanding of the proposed approach to a wider audience.

Therefore, the following items have been added to enhance the Framework:

1. Figure 1 is added to show the user level driven BIM for sustainable design.
2. The architecture of the interaction between the user level (BIM stakeholders) driven database of

BIM/Smart objects is illustrated in Figure 2.
3. Figure 3 is used for further explanation of the user level (BIM stakeholders) driven blockchain

technology for transaction in BIM process flow.
4. Figures 4 and 5 form the foundation of the user level (sustainable building design project

stakeholders/BIM clients) driven and the smart contract enabled BIM+ blockchain architecture to
address challenges of BIM for sustainable design.

5. Figure 6 is adopted for the structural flow of the user level driven BIM system for sustainable
building design.

6. To self of the draft user level driven BIM+BC Sustainable Design Framework in information
management of building construction project management (refer to Figure 7), key issues have been
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added into the Framework components: BIM Knowledge Management & Coordination Database
(containing Information Management across Project Lifecycle Stages associated with BIM/Smart
Objects Database that has two interactive components, i.e., BIM Documentation/Specification,
and Building Objects), and Blockchain Processor (including Cryptography and Record Value
Exchange). Hence, the High Level of the BIM+BC for Sustainable Design Framework is shown in
Figure 8, which is the refined draft Framework.

7. In line with Figures 3 and 5, the Low Level of the BIM+BC for Sustainable Design Framework is
portrayed in Figure 9, which is focused on illustrating elements of BIM Knowledge Management
& Coordination Database of BIM+ Blockchain Smart Contract System in BIM+ BC system level of
the Framework (Figure 8).

Therefore, the refined BIM+BC for Sustainable Building Design Information Management has
two levels encompassing structure and flow, of which the high-level framework is focused on strategy
whilst the low-level framework demonstrates technical components in detail.Electronics 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 16 
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

At present, sustainable design aiming at sustainable development is experiencing energy
consumption and cost-effectiveness challenges in the building industry. The development of emerging
smart digital technologies, such as BIM and blockchain, brings immediate benefits to the industry.
However, the main application of BIM+ blockchain for sustainable building design and construction
process focuses on the application of smart energy and construction management, with little attention
to addressing challenges for applying BIM to sustainable building design and proposing strategies for
sustainability goals, which is essential to the integration of blockchain and BIM that sustainable building
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design requires to consider the role of users who are core players of smart blockchain technology for
building construction project management.

This paper is the first attempt to present the use of blockchain-aided BIM for sustainable building
design coordination and collaboration in multiple building life cycle stages. This employed ground
theory construction method to establish strategies for overcoming blockchain challenges of applying
BIM to sustainable building design, and validated and refined via a conceptual architecture of BIM+

blockchain smart contract transactions for sustainable building design Framework in building project
management. The blockchain has the potential to solve challenges that hinder the use of BIM for
sustainable building design. This includes technical, management, environmental, financial and legal
risks; intellectual property and cyber security; level of responsibility between different project team
members; a new form of contract concerning BIM responsibilities, limitations and liabilities; and the
development of comprehensive and clear reuse and adoption strategies for BIM models. The potential
of the blockchain has been unearthed. An innovative blockchain enhanced transaction process in BIM
is required for sustainable building development. The role of a user level driven smart contract system
of blockchain can be used to enhance BIM system in the sustainable buildings process. Its role is
primarily at the core role of smart contracts and their record value exchange capabilities. Subsequently,
a conceptual architecture of BIM+ blockchain smart contract transactions for sustainable building
design framework in information management of building construction project management has been
proposed, validated and refined, which has two level of structure and flow, of which the high-level
framework is focused on strategy whilst the low-level framework demonstrates technical components
in detail. This architecture supporting project stakeholders in managing information, has the potential
to achieve and ensure the realization of sustainable design goals through the interactive realization
of smart contracts integrated into the user level driven BIM+ blockchain system and its recording
value exchange function through three user-driven levels, namely user, system and transaction.
Future research needs to further evaluate and detail the proposed architecture, and develop a set of
designer-operable practical framework covering the entire design phase.
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